
NORMAND wARRANty

Every NORMAND product is guaranteed against manufacturing and raw material defects (excluding tires, hubs, wheels, engines and hydraulic cylinders which are covered by the OEM 
warranty) for a full year from the date of purchase, provided that said product has not been modified or abused in any way. We will replace or repair any defective part at no cost if 
they are returned F.O.B. at our plant in Saint-Pascal-de-Kamouraska, Quebec. Our obligations are limited to the replacement and/or repair of the defective part.   

land leveller

geNeRAl specificAtiONs 32 RD3 34 RD3 36 RD3 

Recommended horsepower (hp)  140 @ 300  160 @ 300 180 @ 300 

width - open  (ft) 32’ 34’ 36’ 

width - close  (ft, in.) 10’ 7” 10’ 7” 10’ 7”

length - open  (ft, in.)  40’ 6” 40’ 6” 40’ 6” 

length - close  (ft) 37’ 38’ 39’ 

Blade height  (in.) 28.5” 28.5” 28.5”

transport tire  16.5l x 16.1 16.5l x 16.1 16.5l x 16.1 

3-wheel steerable tandem  standard standard standard 

Hitch (class 3)  standard standard  standard  

industrial-type cutting edge standard standard standard  

triangle holder   standard standard standard

Holder for hydraulic hoses  standard standard standard

Reflecting strips  standard standard standard  

proportional hydraulic circuit  standard standard standard 

Rf control   standard standard standard  

laser pole - gps   Option  Option  Option 

Antifriction teflon (strongly recommended)  Option  Option  Option  

Hardox 450 finishing teeth  Option  Option  Option  

teeth storage compartment   Option  Option  Option  

Approximative weight (lbs)  14,000 lbs  14,250 lbs  14,500 lbs

DEALER
Normand Co. Ltd
340, Tache Street
Saint-Pascal  (Quebec)
Canada  G0L 3Y0

Tel. : (418) 492-2712
 1-888-666-7626
 1-888-6NORMAN
Fax : (418) 492-9363

email : normand@cienormand.com
web site : www.cienormand.com

The specifications listed above are subject to change without notice.
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Sturdy, uniquely designed and exceptionally versatile, Normand land levellers are both steerable 
and retractable while sitting on wheels. 

They offer little resistance and thus require significantly less power than other types of graders, allowing you to use 
a smaller-capacity tractor. 

These wheeled units are effective at levelling different types of soil, even organic soils like black earth and peat lands.

Also, the power steering ensures that the wheels remain parallel with the tractor at all times, regardless of the 
angle of the leveller. 

Normand land levellers are fully hydraulic and allow 4 different mobility options in addition to a retracted position 
for road transport (a process that takes under 30 seconds). It’s all perfectly controlled from the cabin thanks to a 
wireless operating device using radio frequencies. You will also appreciate the slant and curve of the blade, which 
combine to distribute the soil evenly from one end of the land leveller to the other.

Maximum efficiency; that’s what you’re looking for!

Hardox 450 removable finishing teeth with storage compartment

Dual-axis  
pivoting hitch

wireless control with 
radio frequencies

industrial-type 
cutting edge  

Hardox 450 
blade sole

Blade slant adjustment 

Blade angle adjustment – horizontal (from 15 to 30 degrees)

15o 30o

Blade angle adjustment – vertical 

Transport  
mode

Antifriction Teflon

transport wheels

the 3-wheel steerable  
tandems (with traction tires)  

allow the land leveller  
to remain perfectly in line  

with the tractor
finishing edge


